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Winter is an inevitable fact for much of the northern hemisphere, and its effects can be
debilitating to a major metropolitan area. Northern cities, such as Montreal, can receive
hundreds of centimeters of snow in a matter of months. In today’s world, any significant snowfall
must be cleared away from the roads in order to not paralyze a city. Montreal uses numerous
types of vehicles and techniques in order to safely and efficiently clear the cities thoroughfares.
The environmental impact of hundreds of snow removal vehicles and tonnes of salt, gravel and
sand being poured onto the road has received little attention. Snow clearing is also an activity
with considerable economic implications that is dangerous to the environment. The economic
and environmental impact of snow removal operations brings forth the question of whether or
not they can be sustained in the future.
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Winter is an inevitable fact for much of the northern hemisphere, and its effects can be
debilitating to a major metropolitan area. Northern cities, such as Montreal, can receive
hundreds of centimeters of snow in a matter of months. In today’s world, any significant snowfall
must be cleared away from the roads in order to not paralyze a city. Montreal uses numerous
types of vehicles and techniques in order to safely and efficiently clear the cities thoroughfares.
The environmental impact of hundreds of snow removal vehicles and tonnes of salt, gravel and
sand being poured onto the road has received little attention. Snow clearing is also an activity
with considerable economic implications that is dangerous to the environment. The economic
and environmental impact of snow removal operations brings forth the question of whether or
not they can be sustained in the future. Historical Perspective: Before motorized vehicles,
snow clearing in northern cities was slow and required large amounts of manpower. Snowfalls
could take days to remove and required a great amount of labor.[1] In the winter, the city of
Montreal adapted to the changing climate by altering different aspects of its lifestyle. Winter was
not seen as a nuisance, but simply another part of life. Roads were not salted because it
endangered horses, so the packed-down snow was used as the road.[2] With the automobile
came new desires for ploughed roads: “As the mechanized battlefront spread throughout the
northern cities, a few began to supplement ploughing with sanding and some by spreading
salt.”[3] The post World War II period also saw a large increase in the use of deicing chemicals in
order to maintain clear streets.[4] The advent of the snow blower, invented by Arthur Sicard, and
first used on the island of Montreal, dramatically changed the speed and efficiency of snow
clearing operations.[5] The snow blower mechanically chops up snow using spinning blades and
shoots it into trucks. This kind of operation requires many heavy vehicles, but allows for the snow
to be cleared quickly. Although the snow blower has been involved in a few deaths, its ability to
move snow has made it essential to major metropolitan areas snow removal operations. The
ramp up in snow clearing operations, as seen today, can be observed. The economic impact of
this transition is significant as citizens do not want to be inconvenienced by precipitation and
demand its quick removal. Economic Impacts: In the past, most of the snow clearing
done in northern cities was completed through manual labor and through less environmentally
invasive methods. However, the advent of the suburbs and their need for clear roads forced
cities to increase their snow removal efforts as well as the demand from city dwellers.[6] In order
to keep an island like Montreal cleared throughout the winter, the island spends close to 200
million dollars on snow removal.Major snow storms can and have paralyzed many northern
cities. The city of Montreal estimates that for snowfalls greater than thirty centimeters snow
removal operations will take upwards of five days. All of the snow has to go somewhere since its
only recently been considered bad to pour dirty salt filled snow right into the St. Lawrence River.
[7] Montreal utilizes a number of snow disposal sites which are mostly found either off island or



in less dense areas of the island.[8] In total, approximately twelve million cubic metres of snow
are taken away from the streets of Montreal.[9]
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